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In this New York Times bestselling sequel to Kerri Maniscalco's haunting #1
debut Stalking Jack the Ripper, bizarre murders are discovered in the castle
of Prince Vlad the Impaler, otherwise known as Dracula. Could it be a
copycat killer . . . or has the depraved prince been brought back to life?
Following the grief and horror of her discovery of Jack the Ripper's true
identity, Audrey Rose Wadsworth has no choice but to flee London and its
memories. Together with the arrogant yet charming Thomas Cresswell, she
journeys to the dark heart of Romania, home to one of Europe's best
schools of forensic medicine . . . and to another notorious killer, Vlad the
Impaler, whose thirst for blood became legend. But her life's dream is soon
tainted by blood-soaked discoveries in the halls of the school's forbidding
castle, and Audrey Rose is compelled to investigate the strangely familiar
murders. What she finds brings all her terrifying fears to life once again.
Devour the complete #1 New York Times bestselling Stalking Jack the
Ripper series: Stalking Jack the Ripper, Hunting Prince Dracula, Escaping
from Houdini, Capturing the Devil, and a free novella are included in this
thrilling new collection! Between social teas and silk dress fittings, Audrey
Rose Wadsworth leads a secret life studying corpses in the gruesome
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practice of forensic medicine. A string of ghastly corpses drags Audrey into
the investigation of a serial murderer as she searches for the identity of
Jack the Ripper. This is only the beginning of Audrey's life-shattering
journey. Soon, she's drawn deeper into the captivatingly gruesome world of
bizarre murders. As Audrey finds herself in the castle of Dracula himself,
and then face-to-face with the one and only Houdini, she discovers that
love and death go hand in hand, and there's something irresistible about
the charming Thomas Cresswell who accompanies her. Shocking, bloodsoaked discoveries will take Audrey and Thomas across the seas from
London to America, where they find themselves dangerously lost in the
infamous Murder Hotel. Will Audrey Rose and Thomas see their last
mystery to the end-together and in love-or will their fortunes finally run out
when their most depraved adversary makes one final, devastating kill?
Bestselling Holly Black boxed set of the Folk of Air trilogy. Newly available
as a boxed set for the first time, these stunning paperback editions of the
bestselling Folk of the Air trilogy will be sure to delight both existing fans
and new readers.
The year is 1888 and Jack the Ripper begins his reign of terror. Miss Sarah
Bain, a photographer in Whitechapel, is an independent woman with dark
secrets. In the privacy of her studio, she supplements her meager income
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by taking illicit “boudoir photographs” of the town's local ladies of the
night. But when two of her models are found gruesomely murdered within
weeks of one another, Sarah begins to suspect it's more than mere
coincidence. Teamed with a motley crew of friends--including a street
urchin, a gay aristocrat, a Jewish butcher and his wife, and a beautiful
young actress--Sarah delves into the crime of the century. But just as she
starts unlocking the Ripper's secrets, she catches the attention of the local
police, who believe she knows more than she's revealing, as well as from
the Ripper himself, now bent on silencing her and her friends for good.
Caught in the crosshairs of a ruthless killer, Sarah races through
Whitechapel's darkest alleys to find the truth...until she makes a shocking
discovery that challenges everything she thought she knew about the case.
Intelligent and utterly engrossing, Laura Joh Rowland's Victorian mystery
The Ripper's Shadow will keep readers up late into the night.
Escaping From Houdini
A Victorian Mystery
Books 1-4
Long May She Reign
Across the Universe
"Fans of true-crime murder mysteries won't want to miss this
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one."—Booklist, STARRED Review Stalking Jack the Ripper meets Devil in
the White City in this terrifying historical fiction debut about one
of the world's most notorious serial killers. In order to save her
sister, Zuretta takes a job at an infamous house of horrors—but she
might never escape. Zuretta never thought she'd encounter a monster.
She had resigned herself to a quiet life in Utah. But when her younger
sister, Ruby, travels to Chicago during the World's Fair, and
disappears, Zuretta leaves home to find her. But 1890s Chicago is more
dangerous and chaotic than she imagined. She doesn't know where to
start until she learns of her sister's last place of employment...a
mysterious hotel known as The Castle. Zuretta takes a job there hoping
to learn more. And before long she realizes the hotel isn't what it
seems. Women disappear at an alarming rate, she hears crying from the
walls, and terrifying whispers follow her at night. In the end, she
finds herself up against one of the most infamous mass murderers in
American history—and his custom-built death trap. With real,
terrifying quotes in front of each chapter, strong female characters,
and unbearable suspense, The Perfect Place to Die is perfect for fans
of true crime, horror, and the Stalking Jack the Ripper series.
Miscast in the media for nearly 130 years, the victims of Jack the
Ripper finally get their full stories told in this eye-opening and
chilling reminder that life for middle-class women in Victorian London
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could be full of social pitfalls and peril.
An instant #1 New York Times Bestseller in its very first week!
Presented by James Patterson's children's imprint, this deliciously
creepy horror novel has a storyline inspired by the Ripper murders and
an unexpected, blood-chilling conclusion... Seventeen-year-old Audrey
Rose Wadsworth was born a lord's daughter, with a life of wealth and
privilege stretched out before her. But between the social teas and
silk dress fittings, she leads a forbidden secret life. Against her
stern father's wishes and society's expectations, Audrey often slips
away to her uncle's laboratory to study the gruesome practice of
forensic medicine. When her work on a string of savagely killed
corpses drags Audrey into the investigation of a serial murderer, her
search for answers brings her close to her own sheltered world. The
story's shocking twists and turns, augmented with real, sinister
period photos, will make this #1 New York Times bestselling debut from
author Kerri Maniscalco impossible to forget.
“Deliciously macabre and utterly decadent.” —Kerri Maniscalco, #1 New
York Times bestselling author of Stalking Jack the Ripper In this dark
and twisty feminist historical mystery, a teenage girl starts a new
life as a grave robber but quickly becomes entangled in a murderer's
plans. Soon after her best friend Kitty mysteriously dies, orphaned
seventeen-year-old Molly Green is sent away to live with her "aunt."
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With no relations that she knows of, Molly assumes she has been sold
as a maid for the price of an extra donation in the church orphanage's
coffers. Such a thing is not unheard of. There are only so many
options for an unmarried girl in 1850s Philadelphia. Only, when Molly
arrives, she discovers her aunt is very much real, exceedingly
wealthy, and with secrets of her own. Secrets and wealth she intends
to share—for a price. Molly's estranged aunt Ava, has built her empire
by robbing graves and selling the corpses to medical students who need
bodies to practice surgical procedures. And she wants Molly to help
her procure the corpses. As Molly learns her aunt's trade in the dead
of night and explores the mansion by day, she is both horrified and
deeply intrigued by the anatomy lessons held at the old church on her
aunt's property. Enigmatic Doctor LaValle's lessons are a heady
mixture of knowledge and power and Molly has never wanted anything
more than to join his male-only group of students. But the cost of
inclusion is steep and with a murderer loose in the city, the pursuit
of power and opportunity becomes a deadly dance.
The Red Fletch
Yours Truly, Jack the Ripper
Stalking Jack the Ripper Paperback Set
The Five
Learning to Swear in America
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New York Times bestselling author Sara Holland continues her
blockbuster contemporary fantasy series, Havenfall, with this
unforgettable sequel. 'Sara Holland is a fierce storyteller' STEPHANIE
GARBER After saving the inn at Havenfall from the wicked Silver Prince,
Maddie thought all her problems were over. The Silver Prince has been
banished, her uncle the beloved Innkeeper is slowly recovering from a
mysterious coma, and there are still a few weeks of summer left to spend
with her handsome more-than-just-a-friend Brekken. But danger still
looms and Maddie soon realises there's more work to be done to protect
Havenfall, the safe haven between worlds that her family has run for
centuries. Maddie must embark on a dangerous mission: to venture into
the icy Realm of Fiordenkill and put an end to the black market trading of
souls that threatens the balance of the Realms. As Maddie tries to
accomplish these seemingly impossible tasks, she stumbles upon family
secrets that could change everything. What if saving everyone means
destroying the only home she's ever known? This next breathtaking
fantasy from the bestselling author of Everless is perfect for fans of
Melissa Albert and Holly Black.
Perfect for fans of the Lady Janies and Stalking Jack the Ripper, the first
book in the Jane Austen Murder Mysteries series is a clever retelling of
Pride and Prejudice that reimagines the iconic settings, characters, and
romances in a thrilling and high-stakes whodunit. When a scandalous
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murder shocks London high society, seventeen-year-old aspiring lawyer
Lizzie Bennet seizes the opportunity to prove herself, despite the
interference of Mr. Fitzwilliam Darcy, the stern young heir to the
prestigious firm Pemberley Associates. Convinced the authorities have
imprisoned the wrong person, Lizzie vows to solve the murder on her
own. But as the case—and her feelings for Darcy—become more
complicated, Lizzie discovers that her dream job could make her happy,
but it might also get her killed.
The Girl of Fire and Thorns meets The Queen of the Tearling in this
thrilling fantasy standalone about one girl’s unexpected rise to power.
Freya was never meant to be queen. Twenty-third in line to the throne,
she never dreamed of a life in the palace, and would much rather
research in her laboratory than participate in the intrigues of the court.
However, when an extravagant banquet turns deadly and the king and
those closest to him are poisoned, Freya suddenly finds herself on the
throne. She may have escaped the massacre, but she is far from safe. The
nobles don’t respect her, her councillors want to control her, and with the
mystery of who killed the king still unsolved, she knows that a single
mistake could cost her the kingdom—and her life. Freya is determined to
survive, and that means uncovering the murderers herself. Until then,
she can’t trust anyone. Not her advisers. Not the king’s dashing and
enigmatic illegitimate son. Not even her own father, who always wanted
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the best for her but also wanted more power for himself. As Freya’s
enemies close in and her loyalties are tested, she must decide if she is
ready to rule and, if so, how far she is willing to go to keep the crown.
ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR! - Publishers Weekly
"Simultaneously heart-pounding and hilarious, Robyn Schneider gives us
a veritable romp through Camelot fueled by adventure and romance."
—Kerri Maniscalco #1 NYT bestselling author of The Kingdom of the
Wicked and Stalking Jack the Ripper Channeling the modern humor of The
Gentleman’s Guide to Vice and Virtue, bestselling author Robyn
Schneider creates a Camelot that becomes the ultimate teen rom-com
hotspot in this ultra-fresh take on the Arthurian legend. Welcome to the
great kingdom of Camelot! Prince Arthur’s a depressed botanist who
would rather marry a library than a princess, Lancelot’s been demoted to
castle guard after a terrible lie, and Emry Merlin has arrived at the castle
disguised as her twin brother since girls can’t practice magic. Life at
court is full of scandals, lies, and backstabbing courtiers, so what’s a
casually bisexual teen wizard masquerading as a boy to do? Other than
fall for the handsome prince, stir up trouble with the foppish Lord
Gawain, and offend the prissy Princess Guinevere. When the truth comes
out with disastrous consequences, Emry has to decide whether she'll risk
everything for the boy she loves, or give up her potential to become the
greatest wizard Camelot has ever known.
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Kingdom of the Cursed
Midnight Jewel
The Name of the Star
Kingdom of the Wicked
Portrait Of A Killer: Jack The Ripper -- Case Closed

Investigate one of the most compelling killers of all time! Jack the Ripper: The
Casebook takes readers on a tour of Victorian London’s underworld where the
slayings took place, from street corner taverns to unsavory lodging houses. One by
one the murder victims are revealed, the circumstances of their killings investigated,
and the suspects analyzed. What amateur sleuths will find most fascinating here are
the many facsimiles of contemporary documents, including letters allegedly sent by
Jack the Ripper to police and elsewhere, police reports, press articles, and personal
correspondence. These facsimiles provide readers with access to all the available
information so they, too, can try to unravel this century-old mystery.
Having discovered the double identity of the wealthy Transylvanian nobleman,
Count Dracula, a small group of people vow to rid the world of the evil vampire.
Horrific, horrendous, unspeakable, The Whitechapel Murderer, Jack the Ripper,
stalked the streets of East London in 1888, slaughtering prostitutes and bewildering
the police who were hunting him. They never succeeded in apprehending him, and
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to this day the mystery of his identity remains an enigma. But he did leave clues to
his identity, and numerous theories have been entertained throughout the one
hundred and twenty years since he held London's East End in his grip of terror.
This book looks at the evidence left by the murderer and the reports and
investigative papers which recorded the atrocities that the Ripper performed. It
takes time to analyse the existing information and evaluate the letters sent to the
police. It is the strongest and most powerful book ever written on the murders. It
dispels a lot of myths attached to the Ripper, and eliminates a lot of the previously
conjectured perpetrators, leaving only those who realistically could have been...Jack
the Ripper.
From the #1 New York Times bestselling author of the Stalking Jack the Ripper
series comes the sizzling, sweepingly romantic sequel to Kingdom of the Wicked.
One sister. Two sinful princes. Infinite deception with a side of revenge . . .
Welcome to Hell. After selling her soul to become Queen of the Wicked, Emilia
travels to the Seven Circles with the enigmatic Prince of Wrath, where she's
introduced to a seductive world of vice. She vows to do whatever it takes to avenge
her beloved sister, Vittoria . . . even if that means accepting the hand of the Prince
of Pride, the king of demons. The first rule in the court of the Wicked? Trust no
one. With back-stabbing princes, luxurious palaces, mysterious party invitations,
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and conflicting clues about who really killed her twin, Emilia finds herself more
alone than ever before. Can she even trust Wrath, her one-time ally in the mortal
world . . or is he keeping dangerous secrets about his true nature? Emilia will be
tested in every way as she seeks a series of magical objects that will unlock the clues
of her past and the answers she craves . . .
The Whitechapel Murderer
The Ripper's Shadow
Ted Bundy, Edmund Kemper, H. H. Holmes, Charles Manson, Jack the Ripper
The Complete History of Jack the Ripper
Hunting Prince Dracula
A darkly irresistible new fantasy set in the infamous Gomorrah Festival, a traveling carnival of
debauchery that caters to the strangest of dreams and desires Sixteen-year-old Sorina has
spent most of her life within the smoldering borders of the Gomorrah Festival. Yet even among
the many unusual members of the traveling circus-city, Sorina stands apart as the only illusionworker born in hundreds of years. This rare talent allows her to create illusions that others can
see, feel and touch, with personalities all their own. Her creations are her family, and together
they make up the cast of the Festival's Freak Show. But no matter how lifelike they may seem,
her illusions are still just that—illusions, and not truly real. Or so she always believed…until one
of them is murdered. Desperate to protect her family, Sorina must track down the culprit and
determine how they killed a person who doesn't actually exist. Her search for answers leads her
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to the self-proclaimed gossip-worker Luca. Their investigation sends them through a haze of
political turmoil and forbidden romance, and into the most sinister corners of the Festival. But as
the killer continues murdering Sorina's illusions one by one, she must unravel the horrifying truth
before all her loved ones disappear.
The #1 bestselling series that started with Stalking Jack the Ripper and Hunting Prince Dracula
continues its streak in this third bloody installment . . . Audrey Rose and Thomas Cresswell find
themselves aboard a luxurious ocean liner that becomes a floating prison of horror when
passengers are murdered one by one, with nowhere to run from the killer. Embarking on a weeklong voyage across the Atlantic on the opulent RMS Etruria , Audrey Rose Wadsworth and her
partner-in-crime-investigation, Thomas Cresswell, are delighted to discover a traveling troupe of
circus performers, fortune tellers, and a certain charismatic young escape artist entertaining the
first-class passengers nightly. But privileged young women begin to go missing without
explanation, and a series of brutal slayings shocks the entire ship. The strange and disturbing
influence of the Moonlight Carnival pervades the decks as the murders grow more and more
bizarre. It's up to Audrey Rose and Thomas to piece together the gruesome investigation before
more passengers die before reaching their destination. But with clues to the next victim pointing
to someone she loves, can Audrey Rose unravel the mystery before the killer's horrifying finale?
Fairy Tale Survival Rule #32: If you find yourself at the mercy of a wicked witch, sing a romantic
ballad and wait for your Prince Charming to save the day. Yeah, no thanks. Dorthea is
completely princed out. Sure being the crown princess of Emerald has its perks—like Glenda
Original ball gowns and Hans Christian Louboutin heels. But a forced marriage to the not-socharming prince Kato is so not what Dorthea had in mind for her enchanted future. Talk about
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unhappily ever after. Trying to fix her prince problem by wishing on a (cursed) star royally
backfires, leaving the kingdom in chaos and her parents stuck in some place called "Kansas."
Now it's up to Dorthea and her pixed off prince to find the mysterious Wizard of Oz and undo the
curse...before it releases the wickedest witch of all and spells The End for the world of Story.
Learn about the distrubing crimes of Britain's most notorious serial killer. Includes welldocumented witness statements.
Capturing the Devil
The Untold Lives of the Women Killed by Jack the Ripper
The Seduction of Mary Kelly
The Naturals
Jack the Ripper

Now updated with new material that brings the killer's picture into clearer focus. In the
fall of 1888, all of London was held in the grip of unspeakable terror. An elusive madman
calling himself Jack the Ripper was brutally butchering women in the slums of London’s
East End. Police seemed powerless to stop the killer, who delighted in taunting them and
whose crimes were clearly escalating in violence from victim to victim. And then the
Ripper’s violent spree seemingly ended as abruptly as it had begun. He had struck out of
nowhere and then vanished from the scene. Decades passed, then fifty years, then a
hundred, and the Ripper’s bloody sexual crimes became anemic and impotent fodder for
puzzles, mystery weekends, crime conventions, and so-called “Ripper Walks” that end
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with pints of ale in the pubs of Whitechapel. But to number-one New York Times
bestselling novelist Patricia Cornwell, the Ripper murders are not cute little mysteries to
be transformed into parlor games or movies but rather a series of terrible crimes that no
one should get away with, even after death. Now Cornwell applies her trademark skills
for meticulous research and scientific expertise to dig deeper into the Ripper case than
any detective before her—and reveal the true identity of this fabled Victorian killer. In
Portrait of a Killer: Jack the Ripper, Case Closed, Cornwell combines the rigorous
discipline of twenty-first century police investigation with forensic techniques undreamed
of during the late Victorian era to solve one of the most infamous and difficult serial
murder cases in history. Drawing on unparalleled access to original Ripper evidence,
documents, and records, as well as archival, academic, and law-enforcement resources,
FBI profilers, and top forensic scientists, Cornwell reveals that Jack the Ripper was none
other than a respected painter of his day, an artist now collected by some of the world’s
finest museums: Walter Richard Sickert. It has been said of Cornwell that no one depicts
the human capability for evil better than she. Adding layer after layer of circumstantial
evidence to the physical evidence discovered by modern forensic science and expert
minds, Cornwell shows that Sickert, who died peacefully in his bed in 1942, at the age of
81, was not only one of Great Britain’s greatest painters but also a serial killer, a
damaged diabolical man driven by megalomania and hate. She exposes Sickert as the
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author of the infamous Ripper letters that were written to the Metropolitan Police and the
press. Her detailed analysis of his paintings shows that his art continually depicted his
horrific mutilation of his victims, and her examination of this man’s birth defects, the
consequent genital surgical interventions, and their effects on his upbringing present a
casebook example of how a psychopathic killer is created. New information and startling
revelations detailed in Portrait of a Killer include: - How a year-long battery of more than
100 DNA tests—on samples drawn by Cornwell’s forensics team in September 2001 from
original Ripper letters and Sickert documents—yielded the first shadows of the 75- to 114
year-old genetic evid...
In this irresistibly-priced short story, catch a glimpse of the inner struggles and triumphs
that drive Stalking Jack the Ripper's endearing but troubled hero. Enigmatic, brooding,
and darkly handsome, Thomas Cresswell has always been the one mystery Audrey Rose
has never been able to fully solve. As brilliant partners in crime investigation, they
understand each other perfectly...but as young lovers, their passionate natures have led to
both euphoria and heartbreak throughout the Stalking Jack the Ripper series. This novella
features a collection of scenes that takes place during and after the pair's horrifying
Atlantic voyage in Escaping From Houdini. Experience new and familiar scenes from
Thomas's unique point of view, including an intensely personal look into his plea for
Audrey Rose's hand in marriage. With a romance for the ages, Audrey Rose and Thomas
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reach the conclusion to their epic, irresistible partnership in their final adventure,
Capturing the Devil.
The murders in London between 1888-91 attributed to Jack the Ripper constitute one of
the most mysterious unsolved criminal cases. This story is the result of many years
meticulous research. The author reassesses all the evidence and challenges everything we
thought we knew about the Victorian serial killer and the vanished East End he terrorized.
Cold cases are about to get hot. The Mentalist meets Heist Society in this exhilarating
teen crime thriller. Seventeen-year-old Cassie is a natural at reading people. Piecing
together the tiniest details, she can tell you who you are and what you want. But, it's not a
skill that she's ever taken seriously. That is, until the FBI come knocking: they've begun a
classified program that uses exceptional teenagers to crack infamous cold cases, and they
need Cassie. What Cassie doesn't realize is that there's more at risk than a few unsolved
homicides-especially when she's sent to live with a group of teens whose gifts are as
unusual as her own. Soon, it becomes clear that no one in the Naturals program is what
they seem. And when a new killer strikes, danger looms close. Caught in a lethal game of
cat and mouse with a killer, the Naturals are going to have to use all of their gifts just to
survive. Think The Mentalist meets Pretty Little Liars -- Jennifer Lynn Barnes's The
Naturals is a gripping psychological thriller with killer appeal, a to-die-for romance and
the bones of a gritty and compelling new series. Praise for The Naturals "The Naturals is
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Criminal Minds for the YA world, and I loved every page." -New York Times bestselling author Ally Carter * "[A] tightly paced suspense novel that will keep readers up
until the wee hours to finish." -VOYA (starred review) "This savvy thriller grabs readers
right away." -Kirkus Reviews "It's a stay-up-late-to-finish kind of book, and it doesn't
disappoint." -Publishers Weekly "In this high-adrenaline series opener...even a psychic
won't anticipate all the twists and turns." -Booklist
The Stalking Jack the Ripper Collection
Daughter of the Burning City
STORIES OF THE DREAMLANDS.
The Perfect Place to Die
The Other Merlin
A fact-based fictional recreation of the 1888 murders that terrorized Victorian London
follows the investigations of C.I.D. Inspector West into the bizarre and brutal crimes
and the search for the identity of Jack the Ripper
Book 1 in the New York Times bestselling trilogy, perfect for fans of Battlestar
Gallactica and Passengers! WHAT DOES IT TAKE TO SURVIVE ABOARD A SPACESHIP
FUELED BY LIES? Amy is a cryogenically frozen passenger aboard the spaceship
Godspeed. She has left her boyfriend, friends--and planet--behind to join her parents
as a member of Project Ark Ship. Amy and her parents believe they will wake on a
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new planet, Centauri-Earth, three hundred years in the future. But fifty years before
Godspeed's scheduled landing, cryo chamber 42 is mysteriously unplugged, and Amy
is violently woken from her frozen slumber. Someone tried to murder her. Now, Amy
is caught inside an enclosed world where nothing makes sense. Godspeed's 2,312
passengers have forfeited all control to Eldest, a tyrannical and frightening leader.
And Elder, Eldest's rebellious teenage heir, is both fascinated with Amy and eager to
discover whether he has what it takes to lead. Amy desperately wants to trust Elder.
But should she put her faith in a boy who has never seen life outside the ship's cold
metal walls? All Amy knows is that she and Elder must race to unlock Godspeed's
hidden secrets before whoever woke her tries to kill again.
Brimming with humor and one-of-a-kind characters, this end-of-the-world debut novel
will grab hold of Andrew Smith and Rainbow Rowell fans. An asteroid is hurtling
toward Earth. A big, bad one. Maybe not kill-all-the-dinosaurs bad, but at least killeveryone-in-California-and-wipe-out-Japan-with-a-tsunami bad. Yuri, a physicist
prodigy from Russia, has been recruited to aid NASA as they calculate a plan to avoid
disaster. The good news is Yuri knows how to stop the asteroid--his research in
antimatter will probably win him a Nobel prize if there's ever another Nobel prize
awarded. But the trouble is, even though NASA asked for his help, no one there will
listen to him. He's seventeen, and they've been studying physics longer than he's
been alive. Then he meets (pretty, wild, unpredictable) Dovie, who lives like a normal
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teenager, oblivious to the impending doom. Being with her, on the adventures she
plans when he's not at NASA, Yuri catches a glimpse of what it means to save the
world and live a life worth saving. Also by Katie Kennedy: What Goes Up
This #1 New York Times bestseller and deliciously creepy horror novel has a storyline
inspired by the Ripper murders and an unexpected, blood-chilling conclusion.
Seventeen-year-old Audrey Rose Wadsworth was born a lord's daughter, with a life of
wealth and privilege stretched out before her. But between the social teas and silk
dress fittings, she leads a forbidden secret life. Against her stern father's wishes and
society's expectations, Audrey often slips away to her uncle's laboratory to study the
gruesome practice of forensic medicine. When her work on a string of savagely killed
corpses drags Audrey into the investigation of a serial murderer, her search for
answers brings her close to her own sheltered world. The story's shocking twists and
turns, augmented with real, sinister period photos, will make this dazzling, #1 New
York Times bestselling debut from author Kerri Maniscalco impossible to forget.
Phoenix Flame
The Corpse Queen
Stalking Jack the Ripper
Dracula
The Folk of the Air Series Boxset
In this shocking finale to the bestselling series that began with Stalking Jack the
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Ripper, Audrey Rose and Thomas are on the hunt for the depraved, elusive killer
known as the White City Devil. A deadly game of cat-and-mouse has them fighting
to stay one step ahead of the brilliant serial killer -- or see their fateful romance
cut short by unspeakable tragedy. Audrey Rose Wadsworth and Thomas Cresswell
have landed in America, a bold, brash land unlike the genteel streets of London.
But like London, the city of Chicago hides its dark secrets well. When the two
attend the spectacular World's Fair, they find the once-in-a-lifetime event tainted
with reports of missing people and unsolved murders. Determined to help, Audrey
Rose and Thomas begin their investigations, only to find themselves facing a serial
killer unlike any they've encountered before. Identifying him is one thing, but
capturing him---and getting dangerously lost in the infamous Murder Hotel he
constructed as a terrifying torture device---is another. Will Audrey Rose and
Thomas see their last mystery to the end---together and in love---or will their
fortunes finally run out when their most depraved adversary makes one final,
devastating kill?
New York Times bestseller Maureen Johnson takes on Jack the Ripper in this
captivating paranormal thriller! The day that Louisiana teenager Rory Deveaux
arrives in London to start a new life at boarding school is also the day a series of
brutal murders breaks out over the city, killings mimicking the horrific Jack the
Ripper spree of more than a century ago. Soon "Rippermania" takes hold of
modern-day London, and the police are left with few leads and no witnesses.
Except one. Rory spotted the man police believe to be the prime suspect. But she
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is the only one who saw him--the only one who can see him. And now Rory has
become his next target. In this edge-of-your-seat thriller, full of suspense, humor,
and romance, Rory will learn the truth about the secret ghost police of London and
discover her own shocking abilities.
A James Patterson Presents Novel From the #1 New York Times and USA Today
bestselling author of the Stalking Jack the Ripper series comes a new blockbuster
series... Two sisters.One brutal murder.A quest for vengeance that will unleash
Hell itself...And an intoxicating romance.Emilia and her twin sister Vittoria are
streghe - witches who live secretly among humans, avoiding notice and
persecution. One night, Vittoria misses dinner service at the family's renowned
Sicilian restaurant. Emilia soon finds the body of her beloved twin...desecrated
beyond belief. Devastated, Emilia sets out to find her sister's killer and to seek
vengeance at any cost-even if it means using dark magic that's been long
forbidden. Then Emilia meets Wrath, one of the Wicked-princes of Hell she has
been warned against in tales since she was a child. Wrath claims to be on Emilia's
side, tasked by his master with solving the series of women's murders on the
island. But when it comes to the Wicked, nothing is as it seems...
A NEW YORK TIMES BEST SELLER The Selection meets Reign in this dazzling
trilogy of interwoven novels about three girls on a quest for freedom and true love
from #1 internationally bestselling author Richelle Mead. Mira is not like the
other Glittering Court girls. She is a war refugee, cast out of her home country
and thrust into another, where she has learned to fight against the many
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injustices around her. For some, the Glittering Court offers a chance at a life
they’ve only ever dreamed of, one of luxury, glamour, and leisure. But for Mira, it’s
simply a means to an end. In the new world, she plans to earn off her marriage
contract price, and finally be free. Mira pitches herself as an asset to one of the
passengers on board the ship: the sardonic and aloof Grant Elliot, whom she’s
discovered is a spy for the prestigious McGraw Agency—and her ticket to buying
her freedom. His cover blown, Grant has little choice but to take her on. Mira
applies herself by day, learning the etiquette and customs that will help to earn
her anonymity. By night, she dons a mask and slips into the city, fighting injustice
and corruption on her own terms—and impressing Grant with her extraordinary
abilities and insights into a brewing rebellion. But the rebellion isn’t all they’re
fighting… Neither of them can ignore the attraction burning between them—an
attraction so powerful, it threatens to unravel everything Mira’s worked so hard
for. With freedom finally within her grasp, can Mira risk it all for love?
Becoming the Dark Prince: A Stalking Jack the Ripper Novella
Spelled
Diachronic Developments in English News Discourse
True Crime Biographies
The Casebook

The history of English news discourse is characterised by intriguing multilevel
developments, and the present cannot be separated from them. For example, audience
engagement is by no means an invention of the digital age. This collection highlights major
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topics that range from newspaper genres like sports reports, advertisements and comic
strips to a variety of news practices. All contributions view news discourse in a specific
historical period or across time and relate language features to their sociohistorical
contexts and changing ideologies. The varying needs and expectations of the newspaper
producers, writers and readers, and even news agents, are taken into account. The articles
use interdisciplinary study methods and move at interfaces between sociolinguistics,
journalism, semiotics, literary theory, critical discourse analysis, pragmatics and sociology.
NYT bestsellingauthor of Kingdom of the Wicked, Kerri Maniscalco, presents her wholly
addictive and incredibly suspenseful first series in a complete paperback set for the first
time. Jump into this #1 bestselling mystery series for readers who love heart-pounding
thrills, twists, and romance. Stalking Jack the Ripper In this spine-chilling gothic murder
mystery set in gritty Victorian-era London, a resourceful lord's daughter named Audrey
Rose Wadsworth and her brilliant friend Thomas Cresswell find themselves inescapably
embroiled in the investigation of a ghastly serial killer known as Jack the Ripper. Hunting
Prince Dracula In this haunting sequel, Audrey Rose and Thomas uncover bizarre
murders deep in the castle of Prince Vlad the Impaler, otherwise known as Dracula. Could
it be a copycat killer...or has the depraved prince been brought back to life? Escaping
From Houdini In their third harrowing adventure, Audrey Rose and Thomas find
themselves aboard a luxurious ocean liner that becomes a floating prison of scandal,
madness, and horror when passengers are murdered one by one...with nowhere to run
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from the killer. Capturing the Devil In the shocking finale to the bestselling series, Audrey
Rose and Thomas are on the hunt for the elusive, sickening killer known as the White City
Devil. A deadly game of cat-and-mouse has them fighting to stay one step ahead of the
brilliant serial killer---or see their fateful romance cut short by unspeakable tragedy.
True Crime Biographies Five Books in One ? Ted Bundy: A Life From Beginning to End ?
Edmund Kemper: A Life From Beginning to End ? H. H. Holmes: A Life From Beginning
to End ? Charles Manson: A Life From Beginning to End ? Jack the Ripper: A Life From
Beginning to End Purchase Your Copy Today! Ted Bundy Ted Bundy is one of America's
most notorious serial killers. Between the mid and late 1970s, Bundy admitted to the
murders of more than thirty young women and girls across the American states of
Washington, Oregon, Idaho, Utah, and Colorado. Reports of Bundy's murders reached the
police and trickled down through the press to ordinary citizens; panic ensued. Yet while
the killings were taking place, no-one could see that the string of brutal murders
happening all over the northwest of America was perpetrated by the same man. Ted
Bundy's story does not end with his capture, nor does it end with his trial and conviction.
Even moments before he was executed by electric chair, the most notorious serial killer in
U.S. history revealed more crimes and more victims. We will never know the true number
of Bundy's victims. Edmund Kemper To the average American, there was nothing out of
the ordinary about Edmund Kemper before 1973. Standing at six-foot-nine, the young man
was a giant, but he was gentle, soft spoken, and shy. He lived with his mother into his midPage 25/27
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twenties and frequented local bars, cozying up to police officers--a job he had once hoped
to hold himself but couldn't since he was too tall. This was one reality of Kemper's life--the
reality he wanted those around him to see. There was another side to the man though, a
much darker side. Kemper's actions in his life shocked America, who dubbed him the CoEd Killer for his urge to murder and violate co-ed girls in Northern California. H. H.
Holmes H. H. Holmes' story has become one of legend. Holmes committed his crimes at a
time in history where the idea of murdering on a mass scale was just being introduced to
the world through the actions of Jack the Ripper. Unlike Jack the Ripper though, Holmes'
motives were clear; he killed out of greed, convenience, and curiosity.Fueled by an intense
desire for money, Holmes sought the fastest way to make money with the least amount of
effort possible. Throughout his life he would commit devastating murders for money,
properly earning him the title of America's first serial killer. Charles Manson A small man
with wild, matted hair, wide eyes, and a swastika tattooed on his forehead, Charles
Manson is instantly recognizable as the deranged cult leader who was responsible for the
deaths of nine people in the late 1960s. Manson was a career criminal who got his
education in the U.S. prison system and learned at an early age that only those who have
power over others will survive. Jack the Ripper In 1888, between August and November,
the women of London's East End were terrorized by a deranged serial killer. A man was
stalking the streets at night, seizing random women who worked those streets and killing
them. This man mutilated his victim's bodies after death, removing body parts, taking
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organs. No one has ever been able to identify Jack the Ripper.
Pride and Premeditation
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